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The role of long-range dipole forces in two-dimensional and quasi-two-dimensional (layered) 
ferromagnetic substances is considered. It is shown that in a two-dimensional ferromagnet the dipole forces 
stabilize the ferromagnetism, for in the presence of these forces, a term linear in the momentum appears in 
the Hamiltonian. This result is not inconsistent with the absence of long-range order in two-dimensional 
degenerate systems, since it is based on the assumption of a finite interaction range. In layered three
dimensional structures the dipole forces of all other planes acting on a selected crystal plane completely 
destroys (because of the long-range action) the stabilizing effect due to the dipole forces in the selected 
plane. As a result, long-range ferromagnetic order arises in the plane, as in the absence of dipole forces, 
only as a consequence of exchange between planes; dipole forces contribute a short-range correction which 
is related to the discreteness of the lattice and is antiferromagnetic for a tetragonal lattice. The spin-wave 
spectrum and temperture part of the magnetization of the plane are calculated for the case of anisotropy of 
the easy-plane type in the presence of dipole forces. The calculations are carried out for both ferromagnetic 
and antiferromagnetic ordering of the planes. The dipole interaction tensor is analyzed in the last section in 
greater detail than hitherto and a formula for the magnetic anisotropy energy is derived in the form of a 
rapidly converging sum. 

PACS numbers: 7S.30.Fv 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that no long-range order can exist in 
two-dimensional degenerate systems at finite tempera
tures (see the books of Landau and Lifshitz[1] and of Pa
tashinskit and pokrovskitC2]). This means, in particular, 
that two-dimensional ferromagnetism is impossible in 
the case of isotropiC exchange interaction. In fact, 
there is no two-dimensional long-range order because in 
the expression for the free energy the prinCipal term 
that describes the spatial inhomogeneities is the square 
of the gradient of the order parameter. As a result, in 
two-dimensional space the mean squared fluctuation of 
this parameter is proportional to a logarithmically di
verging integral and is therefore not small. 

However, if the system contains unscreened long
range forces, then the situation may turn out to be es
sentially different. Indeed, if we trace, starting from 
the microscopic Hamiltonian, the appearance of the 
terms proportional to the square of the gradient (see, 
e. 't., the book by Akhiezer, Bar'yakhtar, and Peletmin
skiiC3]), then it turns out that they are proportional to the 
integral !ddrr 2U(r), where U(r) is the initial energy of 
the interaction and d is the dimension of space. If this 
integral diverges, then the entire conclusion turns out 
to be incorrect and it is necessary to consider more 
accurately the role of the long-range part of U(r). The 
dipole forces that are inevitably present in any real 
ferromagnet decrease like r -3, and therefore do not 
satisfy the condition that this integral be finite, neither 
in the twO-dimensional nor in the three-dimensional 
case.1> Therefore the entire investigation of the exis
tence of long-range order in the presence of dipole 
forces must be carried out again. This is the subject 
of the present article. In Sec. 2 it is shown that the 
expression for the dipole energy of a two-dimensional 
ferromagnet contains a non-analytic term that is pro
portional to the first degree of the momentum and leads 
to stabilization of the long-range order. In other wordS, 
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the dipole forces, owing to the long-range action, sta
bilize the two-dimensional ferromagnetism. 2) 

In Sec_ 3 we consider dipole forces in real three-di
mensionallayered structures_ It turns out that, owing 
to the long-range order, the action on a selected crys
tal plane by the dipole forces from all other planes, 
destroys completely the stabilizing effect of the dipole 
forces acting in the selected plane. As a result, the 
stabilization of the long-range ferromagnetic order in 
the plane is due only to the exchange interaction between 
the planes, to which is added a small short-range di
pole increment due to the discrete character of the 
crystal lattice. For a tetragonal lattice, this incre
ment is negative, so that if there is no exchange inter
action between the planes the dipole forces stabilize the 
long-range order in the case of antiferromagnetic order
ing of the planes. It appears, however, that in all real 
cases the exchange interaction between the planes is 
much larger than that part of the dipole forces. We 
calculate incidentally the low-temperature asymptotic 
value of the magnetization. The obtained formulas are 
a generalization of the corresponding results of Berez
inskil and BlankC4] to the case when both anisotropy and 
and dipole forces are present in the system. 

In Sec. 4 ofthe paper, which is byway ofa mathematical 
appendix, the tensor dipole forces are analyzed in 
greater detail than in the past, and, in particular, an ex
pression is derived for the magnetic-anisotropy energy 
in the form of rapidly converging series. 

2. TWO-DIMENSIONAL FERROMAGNET 

We write down the Hamiltonian of the system in the 
usual manner: 

(1) 
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where 81 is the spin of the atom at site 1, VII' is the ex
change integral, and QII' is the dipole-interaction ten
sor. We assume that the exchange interaction is posi
tive and is large in comparison with the characteristic 
dipole energy (gJ..L)2a-3, where a is the lattice constant. 
We assume also that the atoms are located in the sites 
of a planar lattice, whose symmetry does not admit of 
uniaxial anisotropy in the plane. 

Changing over in the usual manner to Fourier com
ponents, we obtain 

S - ,. -'I. ~ -,'RS 
I;;.-il;! ~e R, 

(2) 

R 

where R and k are respectively the two-dimensional 
lattice vector and the two-dimensional momentum (both 
lie in the lattice plane, henceforth taken to be the xy 
plane), and N2 is the number of lattice pOints. 

We need to know Q~B at small k (the corresponding 
formulas for arbitrary k are given in Sec. 4). We write 
down Q~ a in the form 

(3) 

Qlk"'= (gil)' 1: (e,·R-l) (3R.,R,-Oa,R')R-'. 
R*O 

~a is a symmetrical tensor of second rank with zero 
trace, for the construction of which two quantities are 
available, 150la and zOlza, where Z is a unit vector normal 
to the plane. Therefore 

Qo""=A(O)('/,I)"~-z"z,), A(0)=3/,(g~I)'1: R-'. (4) 
R ... O 

In the expression for Q1t, the restriction R * 0 is ines
sential' at ka« 1 the sum can be replaced by an inte
gral, and simple calculations yield 

(5) 

where k = (k", ky, 0) and v2 is the ·'volume" of the planar 
unit cell. This is in fact the interaction term that is 
linear in the momentum and stabilizes the paramagnetic 
order. 

Since A (0) > 0, the spins should He in the lattice plane 
in the ground state. We assume the presence of ferro
magnetic order and take the spontaneous-moment direc
tion to be the x axis. In the lowest order in the value of 
the spin deviation we then have the standard formulas[3) 

" (6) 
S.y= (S/2) 'I. (ak ++a-k), S.'=-i(S/2) 'I. (a. + -a-k), 

where ~ and a; are the usual Holstein-Primakoff opera
tors, and that part of the Hamiltonian (2) which is bi
linear in ~ and a; takes the form 
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'S.=Dk'+ IM20[a- (ka) k/k-'J, 

B.=-1/2Q,,[a-ka( l+k,'k-')]. 

(7) 

where D~ = S(Vo - Vt ) at ka« 1; 0 0 = 27TS(gJ..L)2(v2a)-1 
«SVo and a = SA (0)001-1. As a result we obtain in the 
usual manner[3) for the retarded Green's function of the 
operators ~ and a; 

G (k, 01) = (01+;.) (OI'-E,'+io) -', 

Ek=[ (Dk'+Q,.a) (Dk'+Q"ka sin' qc.) r', 
(8) 

where CPt is the polar angle of the vector k and is reck
oned from the x axis. 

We note that at sufficiently small k the energy of the 
spin wave has the unusual form Et ::: 0 0 I sinCPt I (aka)1/2, 
i. e., it is proportional to k1/2. 

By virtue of (6) and (8) we obtain for the relative de
viation of the magnetization from the maximum value 

CIS 1 ~ v. S 
----;-=-.-,~«({k·ak>=--.-)-"-. - d'kd'oJlmG(k . ..,)n(",) 
S ,\ ,5 (_."t) " .'TS 

k 

v, S '. [~k ( { Ek } ) -1, S.-fk 1 =-.)-,- d"k -:- exp ~ -1 T-ry-' 
(_,,) S Ek T ~fk " 

(9) 

In the case of pure exchange interaction we have ~t = ~ 
- ~ and this expression diverges logarithmically at 
small k, thus indicating the absence of long range order. 
We shall show now that the dipole forces cut off this di
vergence and that the quantity 15S/S is small in a rather 
wide range of temperatures. 

The second term in the right-hand side of (9) is the 
energy of the zero-point oscillations. Under the as
sumptions made above concerning the parameters of 
the problem (SVo» ( 0) the corresponding integral can be 
easily evaluated and we obtain 

(10) 

From this formula it follows, in particular, that the 
zero-point oscillations are not small if the dipole forces 
become equalized with the exchange forces; but our 
theory does not hold in this region. 

For the temperature contribution to 15S/D we have by 
virtue of (7) and (9) 

( fJS) 1'. S d'k[2Dk'+Q,(a-kacos'qc)] 

S ,= 2(2,,),S [(Dk'+aQ,,) (Dk'Hl"kasin'rr)]'" 

x [exp{T-l[ (Dk'+Q,.a) (Dk'+Q"/w sin' rr) J"'}-ll-'. (11) 

If we neglect in this equation the interaction-induced 
term 00ka sin2cp in comparison with D~, then we obtain 
a logarithmically diverging integral. The cause of this 
divergence is that in the analysis of the dipole forces 
we took into account only the fact that they lift partially 
the degeneracy (introduction of the easy-magnetization 
plane xy). Allowance for the terms that are linear in k 
and are connected with the long-range action makes the 
integral in (11) convergent. This integral must be cal-
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culated differently in three temperature regions: 

J) T»Q",<: 2) Q",<»T»Q",«Q"a'/Da) '\ 
.1) Q",«Q..a'/D,<),·»T. 

In the first two cases the k-space must be broken up into 
two partially overlapping regions, in one of which the 
terms with sin2qJ can be neglected, and in the second 
the argument of the exponential is small. The resultant 
integrals are easily evaluated, and the final result for 
the two first temperature regions takes the same analy
tic form. In the third temperature region, the integral 
is calculated because the principal role is played by 
small qJ. 

The final results for all three regions can consequent
ly be represented in the form 

( 6S ) Tv, [ 4T ( D ) 'I,] T [ T (SVo ) '''] 
S T = 4:rDS In no Qoaa' - 4nS'Vo In Q, Q. . 

T»Qoa(Qoa'/Da) '\ (12a) 

(~) = ; ('/,) r('I.) a' (~)" (~) 'I. _ (~) 'I, (V,S) 'I. 
S T 8nr('I,)S Q,a Q,a' V,S' Q • 

T<Q,a(Q,a'/Da) 'r.. 
(12b) 

It follows from these formulas that the relative devia
tion of the magnetization from saturation is small if 
T« vos2(ln(VoS/OO)]-l= T1• On the other hand, as is 
well known (see, e. g., [5J, and also[ZJ), in the case of 
pure exchange interaction in a planar spin system, a 
phase transition to a state with short-range order takes 
place at T- VoS. It is not clear as yet whether the di
pole forces stabilize the ferromagnetic order all the 
way to temperatures of order SVo, or whether there 
exists also another phase transition to the ferromag
netic state at a temperature T- T1• 

We note in conclusion that the dipole stabilization of 
the ferromagnetism has a simple physical cause. The 
magnetic energy of an infinite plane is minimal if all 
the spins are parallel and lie in this plane; the mag
netic field in the space near the plane is then equal to 
zero. Any local violation of this order, with dimension 
R, produces a nonzero magnetic field in a volume on 
the order of R3 and increases by the same token the en
ergy of the system. 

3. LAYERED MAGNETS 

Thus, dipole forces stabilize two-dimensional ferro
magnetism on account of the terms linear in the momen
tum in expression (5) for the dipole tensor. At the same 
time, as will be shown in the next section of this paper, 
in the three-dimensional case the long-range effect pro
duced on a selected layer by the remaining layers is 
such that the terms linear in the momentum vanish com
pletely from the dipole tensor. 3) This tensor takes 
therefore, the usual three-dimensional form (see, 
e. g. , [3J) that follows from macroscopic considerations 
(the magnetic anisotropy energy plus a part that depends 
on the momentum direction), with an exponentially small 
increment due to the discrete arrangement of the atoms 
in the layer and taking the form of anisotropic antifer
romagnetic exchange between the layers. It will be 
shown below that in this case the stabilization of the long-
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FIG. 1. 

range order is due only to exchange interaction of the 
layers. 

Let us make one qualitative remark. The system of 
ferromagnetic layers must be oriented in accordance 
with the character of the interaction between them (with 
allowance for the short-range part of the dipole forces). 
In the case of antiferromagnetic interactions, this is 
obvious, since antiferromagnetic order corresponds to 
a minimum of the magnetic energy. For a very small 
ferromagnetic exchange this is no longer so obvious, 
since the ferromagnetic order is accompanied by an in
crease of the magnetic energy of the system. But the 
magnetic dipole interaction of the layers is proportional 
to the linear dimensions, 4) and the exchange interaction 
to their area. Therefore, if the layers are large enough 
the exchange interaction overcomes the dipole interac
tion, and the result is a normal three-dimensional fer
romagnet in which the domains are already a secondary 
phenomenon. Both types of interaction are encountered 
in nature (see the review of de Jongh and Miedema[6J). 

We start with the simpler case of ferromagnetic inter
action between the layers and consider only easy-plane 
anisotropy, the easy plane coinciding with the plane of 
the layers. This anisotropy does not lead to a gap in 
the spin-wave spectrum and is the result of dipole forces 
if the distance between the layers is large enough. We· 
assume for simplicity that the spins are located at the 
sites of a primitive tetragonal lattice, with a the lattice 
constant in the layer and b > a the distance between lay
ers. We then obtain for the Hamiltonian, with the aid 
of formula (37) of Sec. 4, 

H= -'I, ~ {Vp6.,+w, ('I, 6.,-p.p,lp') 
p 

+ (B+A.-A,) ('I,Il.,-z.z,)} S."S_p'-gIlN'I'S:H:. 

Sp=N-'" ~ e- iP·S.=N-'I'1: e-ikR-iqPSR,P. 
R,p 

3:rt(gJL)' ~ . A q= --. -- exp(-IT,lIpl+tqp) IT,I. 
v, ::1. p 

(13) 

where N is the total number of spins; p = (k, q) and r 
= (R, p) the three-dimensional momentrum and lattice 
vectors; Wo = 41T(gJ,.L )2vol, where Vo is the volume of the 
unit cell; B is the anisotropy constant and Tz is the layer 
reciprocal-lattice vector multiplied by 21T; Aq is the al
ready mentioned layer dipole-interaction component due 
to the discrete character of the lattice. 

Choosing the coordinate system illustrated in the fig
ure, and directing the spontaneous moment along the x 
axis, we obtain with the aid of formulas similar to (6) 
the Hamiltonian of the free spin waves in the form 
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;p=S(Vo-V p) +'/,S(Aq-A,,) +lhS (B+wo sin' {tp)+ Igfl IH" (14) 

Bp=I/2S[wo sin' {tp exp(2i<:fp) -B+Ao-A,,), 

where HI is the internal field; we shall henceforth put 
HI = O. The energy of the spin waves then takes the form 

ep=(~p'-IBp 1')={[S(Vu- Vp) -1/3S(Ao-Aq)] [SB+Swo sin' t} 

+S(V,,-l'p) +'/,S(A.,-Ao) ]+S'[B+lf, (Aq-Ao) Jwo sin' {t cos' <pl'" 
~[(Dk'+d,,) (Dk'+d,,+SB+SCiJ o sin' 0) +S'Bwo sin' {t cos' <p]'\ 

(15) 
where DJr +d. '" S(Vo - Vp); the approximate equality on 
the right-hand side takes place at small k and if the dif
ference A o - Aq is neglected. In this case the spectrum 
has a well-known form. r3J It is interesting to note that, 
inasmuch as Aq < 0, ferromagnetic ordering of the planes 
takes place only if ferromagnetic exchange between the 
planes is strong enough and exceeds the short-range 
part Aq of the dipole interaction of the planes. In par
ticular, at zero exchange between planes, since Aq is 
negative, the planes should become antiferromagneti
cally ordered. 

The expressions for the Green's function and 6S/S are 
direct generalizations of (8) and (9), and will not be 
presented here. 

We assume that the strongest is the exchange inter
action inside the layer (Da-2 » d. , B, wo) and neglect Aq. 
It is seen from the expression for 6S/S, which is anal
ogous to (9), that if d. is neglected then the integral 
with respect to k diverges logarithmically at the lower 
limit in the region (cos2t') - cos2 ,., '" 0). This means that 
the long-range order becomes stabilized in the plane 
only in the presence of exchange between planes, just 
as in the absence of dipole forces. In the case of great
est interest, that of not too low temperatures T» B, wo, 
max d.), the main contribution to 6S/S comes from the 
region of large q, the corresponding integral is easily 
calculated, and the final result is 

8S ",T { T , b "SO"~ d,(d,+B8+w oS) } 
- = -- In T - dq In --:-:--,---:-:-::----::-

8 hD8 [d, (",+88+w0 8) J' 2:t" d,(d,,--cH8-c-'j),.s) ' 

(16) 

where d1 = max d.. This formula generalizes the result 
obtained by Berezinski1 and Biankr4J for pure exchange 
interaction. It is obvious that the heat capacity, just as 
inr4l, is proportional to T. 

We proceed now to the case of antiferromagnetic in
teraction of the layers. Assuming the same lattice 
geometry as before, we break up the system of layers 
in the usual manner into two sublattices and introduce 
the Holstein-Primakoff operators for the sublattice 
spins: 

(17) 

S;;'=(SI2)"'(a p++a_ p), S~:' = (SIZ)'''(bp++b_ p). 

S,';' =-I(S/2) 'I, (a~+-a_p), s,':' =i (S/2) 'I, (bp +-b_ p ), 
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With the aid of these operators, after laborious but 
straightforward calculations, taking into account the re
sults of Sec. 4 below with respect to the properties of 
the dipole tensor, we obtain for the spin-wave part of 
the Hamiltonian 

+ 'I, B; (ap + a_p + + bp b_ p) + ~p bp a_ p 

+~"bp +a_p ++Cpap +bp+Cp 'apbp +)', -

(0) (0) 

Bp=S {'I, (a. -au ) +01, sin' {tp exp (2i<p.) -B}, 

(18) 

where the angles {}p and qJp are shown in the figure and 
the following notation is introduced: 

(0) ~ 
v. = "-.J VR ,,, exp(ikR+iqpo), 

<"l ~ 
a. = "-.JA (Po) exp (iqpo), 

R,Po 

v.= 1: VR,M/,exp (ikR+iq(p,,+b»), 
R,PO 

3n (gfl)2 1: 
A(Po)=---- IT,lexp(-IT,llp"I), 

U2 

(19) 

" 
B= '/, (A"'+ 1: A (Po) ] -01,+B', 01,=01,.14. 

P.,¢G 

Here A (0) is defined in (4); Po = 2nb (n = 0, ± 1, ••• ); B is 
the anisotropy constant with B' the contribution made 
to this constant by all but the dipole interactions; we 
are interested in anisotropy of the easy-plane type, so 
that B > O. The quantity v!o) describes both the exchange 
interaction inside the layer and the exchange interaction 
with the layers of its own sublattice, while vp is the ex
change interaction of the sublattices. The quantities 
a!O) and a p correspond to the short-range part of the 
dipole forces in one sublattice and between sublattices. 
From the definitions of the introduced quantities it fol
lows that 

(20) 

Introducing in the usual manner the Green's functions 

G.(!) =-W(I) <[a.(I), ap+(O)]>, 

(21) 

fI.+(t)=-f}(t)<[b_."(I). a.+(O)]>. Q.(t)=-W(t)<[b.(t). a.+(O)]>, 

we obtain for them in the w representation the system of 
equations 

(01-;.) G.-iB;Fp +-CpQp-i1pHp +=1, 

-iB.G.+ (w+s.) F. + -i."J..Qp+C;H. +=0, 

-C;G.-i~;F. ++ (CiJ-~.) Q.-iB.H. +=0, 

-i~.·G.+C_.Fp +-iB;Q.+ (CiJ+~.) H. +=0. 

The determinant of this system takes the form 
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(+):! (-)2 

Z(W)=(w'-e. ) (w'-e. ), 

where c!*> are the energies of the two spin-wave 
branches. 

(23) 

We are interested in the stability of the spectrum and 
in the gap produced in it as p - 0; this forces us to pre
sent the cumbersome formulas for c!*>, obtained only by 
neglecting the very small difference a!o> - a~o>, allow
ance for which does not affect the result: 

E~±" =(;'+xD,+D,'±IQ'+Y,D,+Y,D,']"'. 

D,=8 Iv:" -v:" +u.-v,+'/,«(t.-eto)] ""Dk'+6" 
Q'=28'(B+w,) [200, sin' I') cos' <p+up] 

+28' (-(t.) 00, sin' I') cos' <p+8'( -(t.) ll. 

;::,28'(B+w,) [200, sin' I') CDS' <p+ll.], 

X=28(B+w, sin'iHup), 

Y, =88'(8+00,) {[Zoo, (1 +sin' 1')) +ll.]sin' I') cos' <f 

u. cos' I')} +48' (-(t.) {2w, [00, (Z+sin' 1')) +B+ll.]sin' I') cos' rp 

+/l.[8+"" (1 +cos' 1') ]} +28'(t.'[ 2,,,, sill' tl cos' <p+ll.] 

;::,88' (B+", , ) {[Z"" (1 +sin' 1') +ll.]sin' I') cos' <p+ll. cos' I')}. 

(24) 

Y,=48'",,' (cos" 1')+4 sin'l') cos' <f) +48' (-(t.) "" (cos' tl+2 sin' 1'1 cos' '1') 

+8'a.''''48'<o,' (cos" 1')+4 sin'l') cos' '1'). 

Here ~ = - vp - a p /3; the apprOXimate equalities in these 
formulas correspond to small k and to neglecting, in 
accordance with (20), of the terms containing a p • 

If B = Wi = 0, then the formula for ~ !*> goes over into 
the usual expression for the spin-wave energy in an 
antiferromagnet. [3] For the spectrum to be stable it is 
obviously necessary that~, X, and Y1.2 be positive for 
all .1) and (/J. Since a p > 0, the stability condition is the 
inequality 

".= (-,·.-(t./3) >0, (25) 

which means that the complete interaction between 
planes, which takes into account the short-range part 
of the dipole forces, must be antiferromagnetic. In 
particular, the spectrum is stable at vp = O. This con
clusion agrees with the analysis presented above for the 
condition for the existence of ferromagnetism. 

From the requirement e !->2 > 0 follows one more sta
bility condition which takes upon satisfaction of (20) the 
form 

B+up><O,. (26) 

In the case of pure dipole anisotropy this condition is 
satisfied automatically, inasmuch as in expression (19) 
for B, as shown below, we have A (0) '" 47T(gj.L)2a-3, Wi 
= 47T(gj.L )2(a22b )-1, and b is always larger than a in layered 
magnets. 

It follows from (24) that the e;-> branch has a zero gap 
and at sufficiently small p we have 

€~+) "" (2Q) ", =28[ (B+",,) (2"" sin' I') cos' rp+u.) ] "'-

F<;' "" {(Dk'+6,) [2",,8 (B-",,+'/, u.) (27) 
+su. (B+".+2<o, sin' 1'1-",,) ]} ,:, (2"" sin' 1'1 cos' rp+llp) -"'. 
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The relative deviation 5S/S of the sublattice magnetiza
tion is expressed in terms of the Green's function G, for 
which we obtain from (22), taking (18), (20), (23), and 
(24) into account 

(28) 
1 (p, OJ) = (w+D,+8w, sin' 1')+8B+Sup) (w'-Q'-XD,-D,') 

+28'w,'D, (cos' 1')+4 sin' oj} cos' rp) + 

+48'00, (B+oo,) [00, (1+sin' oj}) +up]sin' oj} cos'q>+2S'Ct>,up(B+Ct>,) cos' oj}. 

The expression analogous to (9) for 5S/S in terms of 
ImG, takes, as can be easily verified, the form 

+ ['Y(e_)+1(-e_)]n(£_)+y(-e_)}. 
28_(8_'-£+') 

(29) 

That part of 5S/S which is connected with the zero-point 
oscillations is small and vanishes when B, Wi' and the 
exchange between planes tend to zero, and will there
fore not be calculated. 

The temperature contribution to 5S/S diverges loga
rithmically if we neglect in expression (24) for Dl that 
part of the dispersion 5. which depends on the interac
tion between planes. This follows directly from the fact 
that in the region E* < T the integrand in (24), as can be 
easily verified, is proportional to Dil • At temperatures 
T» B, Wi' Up the quantity 5S/S can be easily calculated. 
It is necessary for this purpose to break up the region 
of integration with respect to k in (29) into two parts: 
in the first Dk2» B, Wi' Up and c* '" D~, and in the second 
c*« T and n(e.)'" Te: l • As a result, the main contribu
tion is made by q «k, so that we can make the substi
tutions sin2.1) = 1, cos2.1) = cos2 (/J = 0, after which the in- -
tegration becomes elementary and the final expression 
takes the form 

bS v,T ( T 
S = 4:rD8 In [S(B+oo,+",) 6,+6.'12]'1' 

(30) 

x{[ 8(Bh,+ug)o,+ 6;'][ 28'(Bh,)uq+8(Bh,+u,/)6,+ ~g']) -]), 

where 51 = max5. and ul is the value of u. at the maximum 
of 5.. Formula (30) is also a generalization of the cor
responding result of Berezinski1 and Blank. [4] 

Comparing (12), (16), and (30) we see that all these 
expressions differ, as expected, only by a dimension
dependent quantity that cuts off the logarithmic diver
gence, and by an inessential constant of the order of 
unity. In real three-dimensional layered systems, the 
final result is due only to the existence of exchange in
teraction between the planes (in which we include also 
the short-range part of the dipole forces). 

The appearance of the logarithmic divergence in 5S/S 
at zero exchange between the planes is connected with 
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the fact that actually the dipole forces introduce an an
isotropy of the easy-plane type and in practice they do 
not lift the degeneracy in the xy plane at q »k. Indeed, 
it is seen from the figure that at q » k 

and, as can be easily verified, the terms dependent on 
the direction of the vector k in the expressions for the 
spin-wave energies (15) and (24) are small, while the 
energies themselves are proportional to k. The com
binations of the residues of the Green's functions (of the 
coefficients of the (u, v) transformation), [3] which enter 
in (9) and (29), turn out to be proportional to E;I, so that 
the produced integral is of the same type as in the case 
of short-range action. 

It is interesting to note that in both ferromagnetic and 
antiferromagnetic ordering of the planes the situation 
is in fact the same, namely, there are no terms linear 
in k and the quadratic combinations of the trigonometric 
functions become proportional to II- as k - O. 

4. PROPERTIES OF THE DIPOLE TENSOR 

In this section, which is by way of a mathematical 
appendix, we investigate in greater detail than before 
the properties of the dipole tensor in momentum space: 

Fp= ~ejprr-5. 
,*" 

(31 ) 

This tensor was previously investigated many times, 
and its part connected with large Y has been thoroughly 
studied; to analyze this part it is best to use a macro
scopic approach (see, e. g., t3]). As to the contribution 
from small Y, it has been investigated so far only by 
numerical calculations, the most complete of which 
have been made by Colpa. t 7. 8] We derive here analytic 
expressions for the different contributions made to Q, 
and in particular, we express the magnetic-anisotropy 
energy in the form of rapidly converging sums. 

We regard an arbitrary Bravais lattice as a system 
of crystalline planes and write down the vector r in the 
form 

where a i are the principal lattice periods and R is a 
planar vector. The quantity F in (31) can be represented 
in the form 

Fp=lllo+ E eiPP Ill., 
P*" 

(Do= 1: eipR R-\ Ill,= ~ e,pRlp+RI-·'. 
R*O R 

(32) 

We consider first q, p' Using the known procedure for 
transforming lattice sums, t8] we write 

1245 

QJ.=~I dtt'I'exp(-p't) ~ exp[i(p"+2ip,,I)R-R't], 
3 fn 

o R 
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(33) 

where the symbol II denotes the projection of the vector 
on the R plane. We use the well known formula[8] 

(34) 

where d is the dimensionality of space, Vd is the corre
sponding unit-cell volume, and Td is the reciprocal-lat
tice vector multiplied by 21T. 

Putting d = 2, we can easily transform (33) into 

,h 2:1 " 1 -1- P 1.1 PII -'- ~, 1 I' I· , "'p= 3L'o~ p" exp[-p~ PII,"t, -'PII(PII,"t,)], 
• Tl -'-

(35) 

where the symbol 1 denotes that part of the vector which 
is perpendicular to the R plane. 

For a tetragonal lattice this formula was obtained by 
Benson and Mills. t9] 

Substituting (35) in (31) we obtain for the contribution 
of the p plane to Qp 

Q,.3 2n (11ft)' ;Pf'" [ I' I . ( , )] 
P =-,-,.,-e ~exp -p~ PII,"t, -'PII PII,"t2 

- TJ 

{ (p .' "t,)' (p -1- "t,)~' 0 'p .' p " x - II r, II· , -'- 1 p -1-"t 1 ~ -'- i --=-- (p -'-"t ),' 
1 Pn +"t, 1 II, 2 Pc.2 ' fl~ II' , 

.. r~~ ( , ,1 
T , r:::- PII T "t2) J • 

At small p this formula can be written in the form 

(36) 

(37) 

The quantity Q:f describes the short-range part of the 
dipole interaction of the planes; this part decreases 
exponentially with increasing distance. Since Ta~ 21Tai~2' 
this interaction is very small for layered magnets in 
which a3 > aha. In the case of a rectangular lattice, Q1 

leads to the short-range dipole terms written out above 
in (13) and (19). Qa is linear in p" and in the limit as 
p,,- 0 it makes a finite contribution to Qp, inasmuch as 
the terms with pJ. - p,"l play the important role in the sum
mation over P. In particular, if p-l is of the order of the 
system dimensions, it is precisely Qa which leads to the 
appearance of the demagnetization tensor in Qp, as can 
be easily verified with a sufficiently thick infinite plate 
as an example. 

We now calculate the contribution made to Qp at small 
p by the terms with P'" O. If we recognize that p~ p~l 
=Z"E(PJ.) and P~Pf=P~Z"ZB' where E is the sign function, 
then all the sums over P turn out to be geometric pro
gressions, and we have 

(38) 

2: (,Xl' (ipp-p.LP:) Pc. "1'1--'~2i:" (P1-G .,) (a,.cp) -'. 

.*0 
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We have retained in these formulas all the terms that do 
not vanish in the limit as p- 0; substitution of these 
terms in (37) leads to the following expression for the 
contribution of the planes with p * 0 to the dipole tensor: 

Q .~_ 4n(gf.1)' ( 1 0 P.P~) +2n(gf.1)' ( PII.PII~ ) +B.~ 
PI ---- -:- o.~--,- --- ---PI!Zo.Ze, i, 

D, 3 P D, PII (39) 

.~ 2n(gf.1)' ~ . {'t2·'t'~ P.L·P.L~ 
B, =--- exp(-p.L't,-IPIIT,) ---+'t,--,-

~ ~ ~ 
":2;:=,0; 

p=o 

+i P.I.· T,~+iP.L~ 't'.}- 4n(gf.1)' (~6.~-Z.Z~). 
P.L P.L D, 3 

Here Vo = v 2a 3J. is the volume of the three-dimensional 
unit cell. 

The first term in QPl is that part of the dipole tensor 
which follows from macroscopic considerations; the 
second term is not a three-dimensional tensor, it dif
fers in sign from the dipole-sum part linear in the mo
mentum for one plane (5) and vanishes in the complete 
expression for Q~B; 5) finally, Bl is the contribution 
made to the magnetic anisotropy by the planes with p 

*0. 

We proceed now to the sum with p = O. Breaking up 
the crystal plane into lines, we have 

(40) 

where RI = aln/. With the aid of transformations that 
are perfectly analogous to those given above, we can 
rewrite (40) in the form 

" exp(ipR1) , 2" ' 
<Do =.:::J R • "3a.:::J exp (lp,R,.) 

!tirO 1 1 R 2 "...O 

" ( 'I' ) (P1 + 't1l' K (R I - I X.:::Jexp -I '21't1 R 2 ,,. Pl + '1 ). 
'(t 22 

(41) 

where T 1 = 21Tai1m1 is the reciprocal-lattice vector for 
the line Rl and is directed along this line, P1 and ~1 
are the projections of the corresponding vectors on 
this line, R22 is the component of ~ perpendicular to 
the line R1, P2 is the component of the vector PII per-

, pendicular to R 1, and K2 is a Macdonald function. 

From (41) we obtain for the dipole tensor of the plane 
p=O 

{( ., ,J O.,R",) 'K (R I + I) x n"R"--3- (p,+T,) , "p, T, 

+(~_(P'+T').(P'+T')~) I +T I'Ro,'K (I +T IR ) 
~1 Ipt+Tjl:? PI 1 w_ 0 PI 1 22 

+ [i(P'+T,).R22'+i(P'+T,)~R22.+ (x.x,- 6;~)] 

xlp,+T,IR"K,(lp,+T,IR,,) }, 

where x" is a unit vector along the R1 axis. 

(42) 

At p = 0 the sum over R2 is the dipole potential of a 
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chain of magnetic atoms. At large x we have Kn(x) IX e-x 

and therefore only the first terms in the sum over ~ 
are significant at T1 *0. The terms with T1 = 0 require 
at small p a more accurate analysis. Since K2 and K1 
are infinite at zero, the sum over ~ cannot be replaced 
by an integral even in the limit as p - O. ExpreSSing 
K2 in terms of K1 and using the well known presentation 
(see[10l) 

. 
K,(x)=x S dte-<'(f-1)"', (43) 

, 

we can carry out the summation over ~ and then cal
culate the corresponding expression at small p. 

We do not present here these simple calculations, but 
formulate the result directly: the terms linear in PII co
incide exactly with (5) and cancel out the corresponding 
term in (39), while the final expression for the tensor 
Qp bec.omes 

4" ( o")} 2(n')' '\'1 ' -, {( 6.,) +-;- 0"0,-- +--.::,.. exp(-IR"T,)R" x.x,--,-
l'l} 3 a J R~'O'=-u ;) 

Tl~O 

xl T,R"K, (T,Rd -T,'R"'K,,(R,,,,) 1 +( y.y, - 0;, ) R"'T.'K,(R,,T,) 

-1-' " , '" • }-,-2:1(g~I)' n . ' , '(T, Roo +T, R20 h,R"K, (T,R,,) . ---L, exp(-p.LT,-lp,.T,) 
alan t2"""O ,,,,0 

( T,"T,' + p.L"p/ +' .P.L' +' ,P.L·) X --- T,--.. - IT, - lT2 -.-- . 
T, p.J.' P.L P.J. 

Here y" is a unit vector in the R plane and is perpen
dicular to x". 

The tensor B"s is the magnetic dipole anisotropy; 
despite its cumbersome form, the expression for B"s 
is convenient for the calculation of the anisotropy, since 
the sums contained in it converge very rapidly and only 
the first terms are significant. If we neglect these 
sums completely, then we obtain formulas somewhat 
more accurate than those of Colpa. [7] The accuracy 
of such an approximation can be assessed by starting 
from the requirement that B"B vanish for the primitive 
cubic lattice. The equality B",B = 0 is ensured by the 
equality of the numerical coefficients of all three tensors 
(x"xB -15"B/3 etc.). The approximate values of these co
efficients are - 13. 8, 13.2, and 12.6, i. e., the scatter 
is -10%. With the same degree of accuracy, A (0) in (19) 
has a value 41T(gJ.L)2a-3. 

In conclusion, I wish to thank V. A. Ruban and B. N. 
Fillippov for interesting discussions. 

1 )By two-dimensional system we mean here a situation wherein 
the spins lie in on a plane located in a real three-dimensional 
space. 

2)The reason why the stabilization of the ferromagnetic order 
is actually the result of long-range action and not of the lift
ing of the degeneracy is that, as we shall show, 1) the homo
geneous part of the energy is invariant to planar rotations, 
2) the stabilization stems from Hamiltonian terms that are 
linear in the momentum. 
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3)rr the number of layers N~ is large, then the cancellation of 
the linear terms is complete at qb« 1 (q is the momentum 
perpendicular to the layers and b is the distance between the 
layers). On the other hand if N i ~ 2 or 3, then there is no 
complete cancellation and the dipole forces should stabilize 
the long-range order, but an investigation of this question is 
beyond the scope of the present article. 

4)Thus, the magnetic interactlon between two uniformly mag
netized closely-located monatomic layers with sides I and 
m along the axes x and y is ~escl"ibed by the formula 

where d' = 12 + m 2, v2 is the "v<>lume" of the planar unit cell, 
and S(1,2) is the average spin of the atom in the layer. 

5)It is interesting to note that if we consider the region of the 
crystal near the boundary, then the summation over p has a 
finite limit on one side, and as a result the linear terms are 
not completely cancelled out in the expression for Q;. The 
terms linear in p" also remain if p~ ~a31. 
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Contribution to the theory of liquid 3He 
A. M. Dyugaev 

L. D. Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics. USSR Academy of Sciences 
(Submitted February 3, 1976) 
Zh. Eksp. Teor. Fiz. 70, 2390-2407 (June 1976) 

We show that the anomalous properties of liquid 'He can be explained by assuming that the fluctuation 
spectrum of its spin density has a deep roton minimum. This means that 'He is close to a phase transition 
to an antiferromagnetic state. Comparison between theory and experiment confirms this assumption. We 
find the spin-roton parameters: t. = 0.09 K, ko = 0.7 PF' M = 0.06 m. We determine the temperature 
dependence of the specific heat up to Tz:. 1.5 K. For 0.05 < T < 0.5 K the main term in the specific heat is 
ex: V T. A temperature of Tz:. 0.5 K has the meaning of the degeneracy temperature of the spin-roton gas. 
We find the quasi-particle spectrum and the Landau Fermi-liquid theory parameters. We determine the 
wavevector dependence of the magnetic susceptibility X. At k = ko the value of X is 50 times larger than 
the susceptibility of a perfect Fermi gas of the same density. 

PACS numbers: 64.50.-b 

1. PHYSICAL PICTURE 

Liquid 3He can be satisfactorily described by Landau 
theory only for T< 0.1 K. At T > 0.1 K the specific 
heat, viscosity, and other physical characteristics of 
3He have a different order of magnitude than the values 
predicted by Landau and Pomeranchuk. [1-3] The strong 
difference between the properties of 3He and those of a 
gas of quasi-particles can be explained if we assume 
that the liquid is close to a phase transition. Four 
types of instability are possible in a Fermi liquid which 
are connected with the two forms of its excitations
zero and spin sound. The first kind of instability is 
connected with long-wavelength density fluctuations. 
This instability arises when the velocity of the virtual 
zero sound is much smaller than the quasi-particle ve
locity on the Fermi surface. It is clear that such an in
stability can not be realized in 3He as real zero sound 
can propagate in it, which has been observed experi
mentally. 

The second type of instability is connected with short
wavelength zero sound which has a roton gap A for k 
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"" 2PF' Such an instability is destroyed when the liquid 
goes over into the solid state. As the zero sound spec
trum is unknown for k"" 2PF it is necessary to consider 
the theoretical arguments for and against the existence 
of soft zero sound rotons in 3He. The arguments for 
such a possibility are based upon the fact that 3He un
der pressure becomes a solid. Moreover, in liquid 
4He , which differs from 3He only by the statistics of the 
particles and an unimportant difference in the mass of 
the atoms, there are sound excitations with a roton gap. 
The argument against consists of the fact that a phase 
transition into the solid state is always a first order 
one and it seems doubtful that it takes place when A 
« e F, when the rotons strongly affect the properties of 
the liquid phase. In particular, 4He which in the solid 
state is very much like 3He undergoes a transition into 
the solid state before the roton gap decreases so much 
that it becomes necessary to take the effect of the ro
tons on the nature of the transition into account. If, 
nevertheless, it turns out that when the density changes 
A becomes much less than f'F prior to the occurrence 
of the phase tranSition, the exchange scattering ampli-
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